FISHING NOW.

You can have more solid sport out of 25c or 50c worth of fishing tackle than any similar amount invested in any line of sport. April starts the fishing in the Salt and Gila rivers. A few Colorado river salmon have been caught, and good catches have been made on catfish, carp, suckers and Verde trout. The water is clean and all the fish are good eating now. Our stock of poles, rods, lines, reels and hooks is complete, with two large shipments now due to arrive any day. We are headquarters on these goods.

Take a gun along and kill some doves. We give a box of shells for the first white wing brought in to the store. It has not been brought in yet, although several have been seen.

PINNEY & ROBINSON
THE GUN STORE
40 NORTH CENTER STREET, PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Established 1887.
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